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About This Game

Sokoban Land DX is a 2D top-down puzzle game with colorful graphics and relaxing soundtrack, based on the classic Sokoban
style games with some new improvements over the original and a few adventure elements.

You'll need to push boxes to the right places to open the gate and go to the next level. You'll be able to play in single-player
mode controlling 1 or 2 characters at same time, or in local co-op mode with a friend changing modes on the fly during levels

the way you prefer. Each player can undo their last move, but if you get stuck, you can restart the level whenever you want and
there isn't limited movements or timers, so you can do all at your own pace.
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Title: Sokoban Land DX
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
lightUP
Publisher:
lightUP
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (32/64 bits)

Processor: Intel Atom Cherry Trail Z8300 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 integrated Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 50 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse/Keyboard - Xbox 360 Controller (Recommended)
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If you like the D's, here you can have a lot of them straight in your face.. I can look past a lot in an adventure game, but nothing
was able to hold my attention in this one.. This game is a good bit of fun and they lone developer is actively fixing issues and
adding content. I would recommend this to any rpg fan who wants something familiar but different. I have a feeling this will be
one of those games I come back to play again every two months ti check out the new content.. Great classic locomotive.

It doesn't have cab light and advance functionality, but this locomotive is a great one for the Woodhead route and can also be
used on the SDJR. Really fit nicely in and a powerful locomotive for its size.. This is a fun\/kind of quirky app. It's super easy to
design and then print what you've made. Think of what Microsoft Paint is for 2D - this is for 3D....and a lot more fun to use..
You would think that this game sucks. It is not worth to play it, but you are wrong. This game is awesome, he got a very well
builded story, nice shaped characters and a background music very nice. Highly recommend this game. Is fat better than the first
one <3 Gotta love it.
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this is an awful mod there are no seleucids no ptolomic empire or antagonids after alexander dies there is only 4or5 factions
you can only play as macedon in the campain there is no rome or anything
. My go to party game. Highly recommended for anyone.

11/21/18: Still my best drunk go to part game.. If you are a type of person who wants to interact with objects, etc. Then this
game is not for you. Super boring game and a waste of your time. 1/10. Ok Gotta say if you are a fan of retro style games this
will be in your wheelhouse of press the buy button. Its forward and to the point, but doesn't hold your hand either. Just like those
games back in the day. Very remenicent of Dragon warrior. But one of the best things is the Dev is constantly checking his bug
thread and communicates and tries to get those bugs swatted with furious vigor.. If i could sum this game up in one word it
would have to be “Insane”, even in the early alpha this game had me on my toes every second, the monsters are huge and you are
this little guy acting like braveheart in space. From start to finish, this is a beautiful and inspiring game you simply can’t miss,
the chance to fight monsters and be a god of the stars, to win the competition and go down in history, it’s every mans dream..
every REAL mans dream! Buckle up and blast off, adventure awaits! (some monsters too). It looks like it could be a fun game
and the theme music is really good, but considering it's been out for just over two months now, there are no other online players
than me, and it peaked at 7 players online at the same time (according to Steamcharts), I'd say it's dead and won't come back.
. story:8/10
character:8.5/10
CG:8.5/10
system:8/10
bgm and music:8.5/10
at all:8/10. great game. wish we had more from them.

Milo's Quest - First Alpha Gameplay:
So here it is,
the first Milo's Quest alpha gameplay trailer
It's a 2D top-down puzzle/adventure

Coming in 2019 initially for Windows PC

https://youtu.be/QBp8M3e0iC4
. Update v1.0.0.7:
Hello everyone,

There is a new update for Sokoban Land DX that brings some optimizations to the game, so more PC's may run the game at a
higher FPS.. WILOO is available on Steam:
WILOO, a 2D side-scrolling platformer inspired mainly on 8/16 bits eras with Graphics and Sounds updated, is now available
on Steam.

Help WILOO save his buddy from Dr. ETvaldo.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/673010/WILOO/. Improved Framerate:
Today, both WILOO and Sokoban Land DX were updated.
With this update, FPS should be improved on some Graphic Cards,
specially running on Windows 10.. Update v1.0.0.2 Available:
In this version, music on/off option is saved on your save file, then, if you turn off sounds and exit the game, the musics and
sounds will be turned off in your next session.

Some new cool musics were also added :)
There is some other minor improvements too.

Thank you guys for all your feedback and support!. Free DLC: Sokoban Land DX - PaperToys:
Hi guys,
After downloading the game, please, make sure to download also the "Sokoban Land DX - PaperToy" its free!

If you already download it, don't forget to see the "EXTRAS" folder inside your Sokoban Land DX install directory ;)
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After that, you will only need, a printer, scissors and some patience to build your very own Sokoban characters in PaperToy!
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